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Qrgme ELT - Your Previous Learning Experience

Section 1 - On a scale of 1 (strongly agree) - 4 (strongly disagree), indicate your opinion of the following
statement and give a description, in as much detail as you can, of why.
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7. My previous learning experience always been enjoyable. Why (not)?
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2. My previous [earning experience has focused on conversation and
speaking. d-

3. My classes have involved lots of interaction with other learners. a-

4. My teachers have used Spanish in the classroom. Was this helpful?
Why (not)?
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5. Grammar was taught in every class.
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6. My classes have always used a coursebook. 3
7. I always found useful w_hat the teacher taught. Why (not)?
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8. Teachers have always immediately corrected me when I make an error
I

9. M.y teachers lnslsted we ke-ep a dp-talted record of vocabutary.

10. I was given a lot of homework. Was the helpful?
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Se,ction 2

Complete the following in as much detail as you can. Remember, the more you write, the more it helps us.

5. Describe a teacher you didn't think was very gda;nd rt *hr
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2.DescribeanEnglishclassthatyoureallydidn6ten@
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3. what do you think is the best way to learn rndishi why (notp
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5. Describe a teacher you thought was very good and say wh1r.


